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Teddyâ€™s back in Miami with her mind made up. Live like itâ€™s your last day. Love like itâ€™s

your last day.The moment those steel-blue eyes gazed back into hers, there was no question.

Asher wasnâ€™t just the only one she wanted, but the only one she needed. This time around there

would be no more room for regrets, but would they ever be more than friends that stillâ€¦?Note: This

is the second edition of this title. It features bonus chapters that were not featured in its first edition.

It is also part two of a New Adult I/R Romance. Suggested for mature audiences due to it's explicit

sex and moderate drug use.
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Teddy is dealing with Cancer and she's pretty much taking it one day at a time. I really liked

TeddyÃ¢Â€Â™s strength in this book but I also felt at times she was her own worst enemy. She

wanted to come off as strong, not wanting anyone's sympathy but she need to realize that it's ok to

lean on others for support. It's ok to let the walls come down and let people inside.I really loved



Asher in this book! No matter how hard Teddy tried to push him away he was there through the

good, the bad and the ugly. Asher provided the support that Teddy claim she didn't want but

needed.It was also nice to see Reggie do some growing in this book as well. I really couldn't stand

him in the first book but this book showed him in a different light and it was nice.As a reader of a

certain color and background it's nice to read a book with diverse characters. I really hope that

diversity in books will become more mainstream in 2017.That's one of the reason I read G.L. Tomas

because it's nice to have book characters that you can identify with based on your own cultural

upbringing. These ladies know how to write stories and characters that you can relate to in your

everyday life. These are average people just trying to make it day to day and I love the realness of

the characters.

Okay, so I read book 1 and have just finished book 2, this book, and I am still in love with Asher and

Teddy's chemistry. Of course their "friends with benefits" relationship was gonna get tested cause

feelings started to come in the mix. Asher is a genuinely sweet person. If he was a real person, I

would love to meet him. And date him. And marry him. And have his babies.I'm glad that Teddy's

cancer was dealt with more deeply in this book cause in the first book, it felt like a side thing to the

main story and now it feels like its a huge deal. Which is it. I'm not trying to downplay cancer or

people that are suffering from it. But that fact that Teddy was dealing with it much more and there

was more written about it, made it feel like a much more important part of the story than it did in the

first book.I don't wanna spoil anything so all I'm gonna say is the "love triangle" drama between

Reggie, Asher and Teddy was awesome. I knew it had to happen. They had to tell Reggie

eventually but I did not see it going down like that.I have to admit there were two bits of the story

that really irked me and that was 1. the part where they were literally just talking about what type of

food to order. It was a little tedious and boring. And 2. Teddy and Asher trying anal. I have nothing

against it. It was just written kinda clinical.Other than those two things, everything else was great.

It's a realistic story with realistic dialogue. The characters are relatable. It's raunchy but sweet.

Interracial couple but it's not a focus of the story.Dammit, you got me again GL Tomas. But I'm not

complaining. On to the next Asher and Teddy story I go.

Teddy and Asher are in my heart! This installment was so good! I am so attached to them. I need

more!

I swear if it weren't for the great writing and sweet Asher, this story would be a bust.Theodora



"Teddy" King is exasperating! This chick got issues upon issues on top of issues, yet Asher can't

stay away. But that's love for you...This story picks right up where F*THS leaves off, and Teddy still

can't decide if she wants Asher or not. Reggie should've been a non mf factor from the jump

because while Teddy constantly laments why she doesn't want him (and rightfully so. He's a trash

friend and even worse BF material), she nor Asher can kick him to the curb in this unconventional

threesome .Again, fantastic storytelling. I just could never warm up to Teddy in either story to root

for her . I know the saga will continue, and I'll be along for the ride. For Asher....

Really cute story. Read the 2 books. Enjoyed it.

Good book

Friends That Still... is Book 2 in the Friends That Have Sex series. Teddy has returned to Miami

after being at a cancer center in Minnesota. Her health crisis causes her to re-evaluate her life and

she chooses to pursue her dreams with or without the assistance of her parents. She is also forced

to acknowledge her feelings for Asher, who has always been there for her.I enjoyed this audiobook

but the "friends with benefits" vs. "friends without benefits" seesaw that Teddy had Asher on was

starting to get a little annoying. I'm glad that she finally saw the light and reunited with Asher. As in

Book 1, the narration was great and really brought the book to life. I would recommend this but it

would be a better experience if you read/listen to Book 1 (F*THS) first.I was voluntarily provided this

review copy audiobook at no charge by the author, publisher and/or narrator. This review is my

honest opinion.

Well... the second part of this story definitely got a little deeper. It focused a lot on Teddy's cancer,

struggles with potential infertility and her relationship with her parents. I think it was easy to dismiss

her as "annoying" until you realize just how much she has been dealing with. I can't tell you how

glad I was to see some of the relationship things get settled. These characters just continued to

grow on me the more that I read the story. Teddy and Asher actually turned out to be pretty complex

characters while Reggie still has some growing up to do.
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